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1.14 Transport Safety Concerns.
A problem that also needs to be looked at is standards regarding seat sizes, seat belts
lengths & positioning etc. Some seats in busses & aircraft are simply unable to fit a
standard person - recently we were on a bus where a 85kg man was unable to fit in
the seat & it is common that seats will not fit larger persons & seat belts often will not
fit a person who otherwise fits into a seat comfortably.

Since my wife is my official carer, we have found "Carer's Queensland" to be
invaluable to us for support, group activities & other social interaction. For group
outings, they have been fortunate enough to be able to use the HAAC bus. HAAC
recently "improved" their transportation by purchasing a new bus. This new bus was
cramped & uncomfortable, with many passengers sitting on the isle seat having to
place their feet in the isle. On one occasion, two large passengers were allowed to
take up three seats together, but if the bus is full to capacity, this is not possible.

Another complication with the small size of the seats is the length (or lack thereof) of
the seatbelt. Most of the passengers had difficulty doing up the seatbelt, & I think one
or two even had to simply "hold it in place" across themselves. Obviously in the
event of an accident, this would prove useless, negating the existence of seatbelt
protection at all.

Everyone, including people of "normal weight" complained about these problems, so
even though it was a "nice, new bus", it was a unanimous vote that the "old bus" was
greatly preferred. Unfortunately, we were told that the "old bus" couldn't be used. I
think that some people would prefer to NOT go on the outing, especially if it is a
longer distance. Sadly, this detracts from the benefits of the social interactions that
Carer's Queensland is trying to provide. We have found similar problems with
"shuttle" busses from airports & other public transport.

1.15 Requirement for Government legislation.
Most areas of food & drink sales in Australia are dominated by very large
organisations with huge advertising budgets or represented by industry organisations
that very effectively advertise & lobby government. In the past, regardless of what
the suggested change has been to food standards or food or junk food advertising,
there has been an immediate lobby & advertising effort to block it. Government
seems to be very attentive to industry voices concerned with cost increases &
especially to concerns of profit reductions affecting shareholder returns.

Without legislated changes, industry will not make changes because they fear that
increased costs of production will reduce their competitiveness. Legislated changes
create the level playing field because all companies must comply at the same time, but
despite this, changes will always be fought because it involves extra expense for
Research & Development or process changes. Unfortunately, the public purse is
being increasingly impacted by the medical costs of obesity due to inaction, & our
already stretched medical facilities really cannot cope with the projected increased
work loads. Inaction therefore, will only result in higher costs to all consumers &
shareholders, through increased taxation or reduced access to medical services.

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission,
Linda & Brian 
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